
" S5AY ON CLASSIFIOATION. PART L

esth, if t)iese'.beings had not in themselves the faculty of sustaining their ehar

actor; "jxi spits .o.theao agents? Why, again, should nnimals and plants at once begin

to decomposC under the very influence of all those agents which have been 8Ubseryi.

bat to. the imintenance of their life, as soon as life ceases, if life is limited or deter

mined by theta?

Are- exist between individuals of the same species relations far more complicated

thnn filose already alluded to, which go still further to disprove any possibility of'

catmai dependence of organized beings upon physical agents. The relations upon

"whih the maintenance of species is based, throughout the aniunti kingdom, in the

universal antagonism of sex, and the infinite diversity of these connections in differ

ent types, have really nothing to do with external conditions of existence; they

indicate only relations of individuals to individuals, beyond their connections with the

rial world in which they live. How, then, could these relations be the result of

physical causes, when physical agents are known to have a specific sphere of action,

iii no way bearing upon this sphere of phenomena?
"

For the most part, the relations of individuals to individuals are unquestionably
of an organic nature, and, as such have to be viewed in the sune light as any other

itructural feature; but there is much, also, in these connections that partakes of a

psychological character, tol'ing this expression in the widest sense of the word.

When animals fight with one another, when they associate for a common pip'
when they warn one another in danger, when they come to the rescue of one

another, when they display pain or joy, they manifest impulses of the same kind as
are considered among the moral attributes of man. The range of their passions is
even as extensive as that of the human mind, and I am at a loss to perceive a

difference of kind between them, however much they may differ in degree and in

the manner in which they are expressed. The gradations of the moral faculties

among the higher animals and man are, moreover, so imperceptible, that to deny to
the first a certain sense of responsibility and consciousness, would certainly be (UI

exaggeration of the difference between animals and man. There exists, besides, as
much individuality, within their respective capabilities, among animals as among IIICII,
as every sportsman, or every keeper of menageries, or every farmer and shepherd
can testify who has had a large experience with wild, or tamed, or domesticated
animals.'

This argues strongly in favor of the existence in every animal of an ininiatCli'll

1 See J. E. RIDIoEn's various works iltuStra- Irnilirelle tk Iainwif.,r, Piu1, 1820 1, 3 VU1"
tiv of Game Anitnuls, whjt4i liuve niu.1 under Col.-LENZ, (11. 0..) Ceweiiinlilzige N1IugtIt1(lifl'CYent (idea, in AugHbui-g, from 1729 to 1778.- Otitlin, 1835,4 voI. 8vo.-13II.FY, (if.,) t,iiItuhl
GEOFI'ZtOY Sr. li!L&Iflt, et CUVIIR, (in.,) lIiIuire i3iogrqthy, Luiitloii, 1803, 3 vole. Svo.
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